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When processing speech, learners discover the probabilistic regularities in the input (1). But it is unclear whether they do so also 
when reading – current evidence comes from studies of non-linguistic animals (2) and experiments where human readers 
process toy artificial lexicons (3). To bridge this gap, we challenged readers to learn a large set of items modelled on a natural 
lexicon, and tested whether in doing so they relied on probabilistic information.

In two experiments (n1=42, n2=42), Italian monolinguals saw 
letter strings and judged which were words in a fictitious, 
unfamiliar language, and which were not. Participants 
received feedback on each trial.

words had higher mean Bigram Frequency than nonwords 
but either resembled Italian words (i.e., word length, letter 
probabilities, bigram probabilities, transition probabilities; 4)

Participants showed no learning of the local regularity – they instead used another statistic based on their L1. This is consistent 
with the proposition that languages are represented in a probabilistic manner (5, 6). Further, our data supports the hypothesis 
that the knowledge of one’s native language generates stable, “entrenched” assumptions that determine which regularities are 
tracked in novel materials (7, 8). We propose that, when unfamiliar materials (e.g., novel words) resemble an already known 
system (e.g., familiar lexicon), learners may prioritise existing knowledge over exploration of the local statistical regularities.

We tested if participants:
• used the local regularity underlying words/nonwords (mean BF) 
• spontaneously used another cue based on L1 (minimal BF)
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